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Tether | Definition of Tether by Merriam-Webster
Usually when there is a strong bond between two entities (can
be two objects, two nations or two people) they are tethered
and the strength of the bond can pull .
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Tethered | Define Tethered at tihotemyje.tk
Tethered definition, a rope, chain, or the like, by which an
animal is fastened to a fixed object so as to limit its range
of movement. See more.

tether - Dictionary Definition : tihotemyje.tk
A tether is a cord, fixture, or flexible attachment that
anchors something movable to a reference point which may be
fixed or moving. There are a number of.

Tethering, or phone-as-modem (PAM), is the sharing of a mobile
device's internet connection with other connected computers.
Connection of a mobile device.

Both a verb and a noun, tether keeps things tied together, or
is the tie itself. Remember, when you tether that chair to
those balloons, use a strong tether.
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Tethering is also used to prevent the theft of a computer at a
school or library. It's all in Tethered. Views Read Edit View
history.
MobilehotspotsmaybeTetheredbyaPINorpassword.FirstKnownUseoftether
You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. That dessert might
kill you.
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Word The story of an imaginary word that managed to sneak past
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